
STANDARD DEFENSIVE ZONE CURRICULUM
Topic 

#
Description of Tactical Play 

1 Defending the zone by puck location:

1) corner 2) side board 3) behind the net 4) point 5) net zone 6) slot zone 7) locking  down the net and slot zones.  

2 Defending with structure:

1) Importance of playing TEAM defence as a five player unit in sync.

2) Concept of five in the box, outnumbering and every player knowing their role.

3) Zone coverage:

3a) Teaching of the five zones: contact, support, net, slot and point.

3b) Teaching and coaching of the following tactics: Sticks in passing lanes, Body in shooting lane, Swivel head, Man-You-Goal, Boxing out, 
D side of puck, shot blocking without leaving your feet, collapsing and expanding the box.

4) Man coverage roles and responsibilities coaching.

4a) How to shadow your coverage assignment and what covered means.  

4b) Playing 3 against three below the hash marks.  Teaching and coaching how to play effectively in man coverage.

4c) Teach and coach wingers how to play man coverage and zone up top against the opponents D pairing.  

3 Defending against dump-ins for recovery by the opponent. 

1) Sending two D into the strong side corner to retrieve the puck. 

2) F1 covers the net zone. 

3) Importance of getting five in the box to support the puck defensively and offensively. 

4) The concept of outnumbering and not being outnumbered. 

5)Roles and responsibilities of the five player unit. 

4 Playing the body to create separation and to recover the puck:

1) Importance of athletic posture

2) Importance of inside out control and angling. 

2) How to play the body with effective use and control of your hockey stick - playing body stick puck all the time.

5 Defending your blue line and entrance into the zone:

1) Review of the Importance of GAP control in defending the zone (when,why,how)

2) Importance of back pressure in defending the blue line.

3) How to angle as a defenseman at the blue line with correct technique. 

4) Importance of defensive puck support when defending the blue line.

6 Defending against an attack off the rush as a five player unit:

1) When to leave the puck carrier to the strong side defenceman.

2) Roles and responsibilities of back checkers entering the DZ. 

3) Importance of one stick length gap control play by defenders.

4) Teaching and coaching of D play applying pressure at the blue line. Review of fundamentals and technique. 

7 Roles and responsibilities on face-offs:

1) Teach and coach face off alignment options based on standard offensive alignments.

2) Teach and coach man coverage off a face-off loss. 

3) Teach and coach "know your role" as a unit before stepping into face-off circle.  

4) Teach and coach (3) set exit plays off a face-off win. 
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5) Review roles and responsibilities on a face-off loss. 

8 Set exit break out plays of the zone:

1) Off a dump-in of the puck both strong and weak side,

2) Strong side corner off a puck battle and recovery of the puck,

3) Strong - side board puck battle and recovery including stretch option.

4) Controlled break out against passive pressure,

5) Break out against a pressure (hard) forecheck.

6) Break out off face off win (standard and press).
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